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Hybrid spherical microresonators with luminescent organic dyes FITC
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Luminescent hybrid spherical microresonators of two types consisting of monodisperse spherical silica particles

with a diameter of 3.5 µm coated with either FITC dye molecules or a 200 nm thick mesoporous silica shell

containing DCM dye are fabricated. The luminescence spectra of microresonators are studied and the experimental

emission spectra are simulated using the method of spherical wave transfer matrices. The ratio of intensities of

emission lines into whispering gallery modes with different polarizations and the same polar and radial indices is

analyzed. It is shown that the ratio depends on the orientation of the dipole moment of the radiative transition of

dye molecules relative to the surface of spherical silica particles.
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1. Introduction

Spherical microresonators (SMR) have unique optical

properties and are in the spotlight in different areas of

optics [1–7]. Their properties are based on whispering-

gallery modes (WGM) — a special type of eigenmodes

of the electromagnetic field of a microsphere. WGM feature

high Q-factor and low effective volume. Electromagnetic

field of WGM is localized near the SMR surface and

partially penetrates the environment exerting influence on

spontaneous emission of light-emitting material on the SMR

surface. Light-emitting materials and particles may be, for

example, attached to the microsphere surface or introduced

into its shell.

SMR is used as basis for hybrid light-emitting structures

where quantum dots [8], J-aggregates [9], MoS2 [10], carbon

nanodots [11], diamond nanocrystals with color centers [12]
are coupled with the microspheres. Such hybrid structures

may be used for detecting environmental variables, chemical

and biological substances, etc. [13,14].

Organic dyes such as fluorescein isothiocyanate

(FITC) [15] and 4-dicyanomethylene-2-methyl-6-(p-(di-

methyloamino)styryl)-4H-pyran (DCM) are promising lu-

minescent materials used to create new hybrid light-

emitting structures. They have a wide visible luminescence

spectrum, high quantum efficiency and are extensively used

as phosphors [16].

For the purpose of this study, two types of light-emitting

hybrid spherical microresonators (HSMR) were prepared

and consist of monodisperse spherical optically-transparent

silica particles covered either by FITC molecules or meso-

porous DCM-containing silica shell. HSMR luminescence

spectra were studied and experimental spectra simulation

was carried out for the studied structures.

Due to interaction between the WGM electromagnetic

field and electronic excitations of FITC and DCM molecules

in the spontaneous emission spectrum of dyes, a series

of narrow peaks occurs whose positions coincide with

the HSMR whispering-gallery modes. The WGM wave

length depends heavily on the refraction index of the

environment, optical and geometrical parameters of HSMR.

This offers the possibility of creating luminescent sen-

sors of chemical and biological substances, temperature,

pressure, environment refraction index, etc., on the basis

of HSMR [13]. A wide emission spectrum of organic

dyes allows simultaneous recording and analysis of a set

of photoluminescence lines (PL) corresponding to WGM

to improve biological substance detection efficiency [14].
HSMR with luminescent organic dyes may be used as

sensors introduced directly into a living cell, because the

optical signal will be excited and detected remotely.

2. Preparing hybrid spherical
microresonators with luminescent
organic dyes

Spherical silica particles (a -SiO2) were synthesized by

base hydrolysis of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) in alcohol-

water-ammonia fluid [17,18]. Initially, 700± 25 nm particles

were obtained. Then
”
completion of growing“ [18] was

carried out as follows. In the reaction mixture with

equivalent composition containing the prepared 700 nm

silica particles, portions of TEOS were added with equal

time intervals. As a result of TEOS hydrolysis, the initial

particles were coated with a hydrated a -SiO2 layer leading
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to growth of particles (increase in diameter). At the last

stage, the synthesized particles were annealed in air at

500◦C. Finally, spherical silica particles 3.5± 0.15µm in

diameter were produced.

Functionalization of the spherical silica particle surfaces

with FITC dye was carried out in two stages. At the first

stage, the silica surface was modified with NH2-groups by

aminopropyltriethoxysilane adsorption from its toluene so-

lution during 24 hours. Then the particles were annealed at

100◦C during 2 h. At the second stage, FITC chemisorption

from its alcohol solution was carried out. Then the particles

were separated by centrifuging and washed with deionized

water to remove the nonspecifically bonded FITC. The

remaining FITC molecules were chemically bonded with

the microsphere surfaces via N=C=S-group.

DCM (Sigma-Aldrich) dye was another luminescent ma-

terial used for the research. This is a high effective dye [19]
which is widely used in various liquid systems (solvents)
and solid matrices. Disadvantage of the chosen dye are

its strongly pronounced mutagenic properties [20]. In

addition, [21] shows that properties of the solvent containing
the dye (e.g. solvent polarity) may have a considerable

impact on the DCM absorption and luminescence spectra.

Therefore, this study offers an approach that involves

mesoporous silica shell impregnation with DCM. Silica used

as a matrix for DCM is known to increase photostability of

DCM [22]. The presence of the dye inside the shell, on the

one hand, minimizes adverse environmental impact of DCM

and, on the other hand, prevents degradation of the DCM

emission properties due to the environmental influence.

The initial particles were coated with mesoporous a -SiO2

shell using a procedure similar to the mesoporous silica

particle synthesis [23]. For this, the intial a -SiO2 particles

were dispersed in alcohol-water-ammonia fluid containing

a pore-forming agent — cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide

(CTAB) and DCM. TEOS was added to the obtained solu-

tion drop by drop with stirring. Synthesis time was 6 h, then

the obtained particles were separated by centrifuging and

then dried. Mixture composition and synthesis conditions

enabled mesoporous silica shells of uniform thickness to

be applied to the particles. It was found that addition

of dye into the reaction mixture had no influence on the

mesoporous silica formation mechanism. DCM molecules

like rhodamine molecules [24] are probably built in the

silica structure during synthesis. As a result, the obtained

particles representing a nonporous a -SiO2 core coated with

a 200 nm mesoporous silica shell impregnated with DCM

dye and CTAB.

3. Results and discussion

HSMR is emitted into WGM which are described by

spherical waves and characterized by three numbers: polar

index l (l ≥ 1), azimuthal index m (m = l or m close

to l), radial index q (q ≥ 1) and two polarizations (TE
and TM). Polar index l and azimuthal index m describe the
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a cross-section segment

a) HSMR−FITC and b) HSMR−DCM. Small double-headed

arrows near the microsphere surface (a) and inside the shell (b)
show the emitting dipole moment orientation of the FITC (a) and

DCM (b) molecules. Details: structure of the FITC molecule

attached to the microsphere surface (a), DCM molecule in

pores (b) and orientation of dipole emitting moment vector d

of these molecules. Both figures show electric field vectors E,

magnetic field vectors H and wave vector k for TE- and TM-

polarized WGM and a curve showing typical distribution of electric

field strength E over the radial coordinate r for TE-polarized

WGM with q = 1.

angular field distribution (the number of mode maxima in

the equatorial section is 2|m|, the number of mode maxima

in the meridional section is l — |m| + 1). Radial index q
corresponds to the number of the mode maxima lying

within HSMR along the radius. For TE-polarized WGM, the

electric field vector is parallel to the HSMR outer surface,

for TM-polarized WGM, the electric field vector is almost

perpendicular to the HSMR outer surface (Figure 1). WGM
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will be denoted hereinafter as TE
q
l or TM

q
l , where TE and

TM are WGM polarizations, q and l are the corresponding

indices. Within HSMR, the WGM field is pressed against

the outer surface in the form of a narrow equatorial ring.

Outside HSMR, not far from the surface, the WGM field

decays exponentially (evanescent field region).
The HSMR emission spectra, radial field distribution

and WGM parameters (wavelength, polarization, polar and
radial indices) are calculated using the electromagnetic wave

field expansion in the basis of vector spherical harmonics

and the method of spherical wave transfer matrices [25].
For this, condition of tangential component continuity of

the electric and magnetic fields at the shell boundaries

and on the microsphere surface was used. For fitting

the calculated WGM wavelengths to the experimental

wavelengths, diameter of a -SiO2 microsphere, thickness

and refraction index of a -SiO2 mesoporous shell filled with

CTAB and DCM were varied.

In the calculated spectrum, the dipole emission intensity

on the microsphere surface and within the shell is nor-

malized to the dipole emission intensity in homogeneous

medium whose relative dielectric and magnetic permittiv-

ities are equal to those for the medium on the micro-

sphere surface (for HSMR−FITC) or within the shell (for
HSMR−DCM). The calculated HSMR emission spectrum

contains many pairs of narrow peaks, that correspond to

the emission in WGM with the same l and q = 1, but with

different TE and TM polarization [25]. For more details of

the calculation procedure, refer to [26].
Figures 1, a and b show the schematic diagram of a cross-

section segment HSMR−FITC and HSMR−DCM. Near the

outer boundary of HSMR, electric field vectors E, magnetic

field vectors H and wave vector k are shown for TE- and

TM-polarized WGM. Typical distribution of the electric field

strength along the radial coordinate for the TE-polarized

WGM with q = 1 is also shown. This has a wide maximum

within the microsphere (Figure 1, a) or within the shell

(Figure 1, b) and a small evanescent field region outside the

outer boundary of HSMR. In HSMR−FITC, dye molecules

are attached to the microsphere surface and interact with

the WGM evanescent field (Figure 1, a). Size of the

FITC molecule is approximately 1.5 nm, and the evanescent

field region size, according to the calculations, is equal to

310−390 nm, therefore the FITC molecules are completely

within this region. In HSMR−DCM, DCM molecules

are in the pores within the shell and interact with the

WGM travelling wave field; whereby a considerable portion

and maximum of the WGM field are within the shell

(Figure 1, b).
Luminescence of dye molecules such as FITC and

DCM is described by a dipole moment of the emission

transition [16,27]. Dipole moment vectors of the dye

molecules are shown by small double-headed arrows on

the surface of HSMR−FITC microsphere (Figure 1, a) and

within HSMR−DCM shell (Figure 1, b). Near the HSMR

section, enlarged structures of the FITC molecule attached

to the surface of a -SiO2 microsphere (Figure 1, a) and of
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Figure 2. a) Experimental PL spectrum of the hybrid sphe-

rical microresonator with FITC. The excitation wavelength is

λ = 442 nm. Vertical dashed lines show the specified WGM

positions. b) Calculated emission spectrum of HSMR−FITC,

1 — emitting dipoles are oriented parallel to the surface,

2 — emitting dipoles are oriented in all directions with the equal

probability.

the DCM molecule in the shell pores (Figure 1, b) are

shown and orientation of emission transition dipole moment

vector d with respect to the molecule structure is specified.

The study investigates the HSMR PL spectra at room

temperature using Horiba Jobin Yvon T64000 spectrometer

equipped with confocal microscope. As an excitation

source, 442 nm He−Cd laser and 532 nm Nd : YAG laser

were used.

Figure 2, a shows the experimental photoluminescence

spectrum of HSMR−FITC. A series of narrow large-

amplitude peaks between which lower amplitude peaks are

located can be seen against a wide band in the spectrum.

Figure 2, b shows the calculated emission spectrum of

this HSMR for two cases: when emitting dipoles are

oriented parallel to the microsphere surface (curve 1)
and when they are oriented in all directions with equal

probability (curve 2). Comparison with the calculated

spectra (Figure 2, b) allowed to identify the observed

peaks in the PL spectrum as the FITC emission lines in
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WGM with TE-polarization (large-amplitude peaks) and

with TM-polarization (small-amplitude peaks) and to find

the polar and radial indices of the corresponding modes.

In the experimental spectrum, the amplitude of TE-pola-

rized peaks is much higher than that of TM-polarized peaks

for WGM with the same l and q. This may be explained

by the orientation of the emission transition dipole moment

vector of the FITC molecule. A FITC molecule with the

maximum intensity emits into those electromagnetic field

modes whose electric field vector is parallel to the dipole

moment vector and does not emit in those modes whose

electric field vector is perpendicular to the dipole moment

vector. If the emitting dipoles of the FITC molecules on the

microsphere surface are oriented in all directions with equal

probability, then emission is performed both into TE-pola-

rized WGM whose electric field vector is parallel to the

HSMR surface and into TM-polarized WGM whose electric

field vector is almost perpendicular to the HSMR surface.

Influence of the dipole orientation on the PL spectrum is

supported by calculations of the HSMR−FITC emission

spectrum when the emitting dipoles of FITC molecules are

parallel to the microsphere surface (Figure 2, b, curve 1)
and when they are oriented in all directions with equal

probability (Figure 2, b, curve 2). With dipole orientation in

all directions, the ratio of peak amplitudes corresponding,

for example, to polarized modes TE1
25 and TM1

25 with equal

indices in the calculated spectrum (Figure 2, b, curve 2)
is equal to 2.6, which is lower that in the experimental

spectrum (Figure 2, a), where this ratio is 8.1.

In the prepared HSMR, FITC molecules are chemically

bonded with the microsphere surface via N=C=S group

and, therefore, the xanthene unit is oriented parallel to

the HSMR surface (zoomed-in view of the attached FITC

molecule is shown in Figure 1, a). For FITC, the emission

transition dipole moment vector is oriented along the

xanthene unit [28–30] and, thus, parallel to the HSMR

surface. Due to such orientation, the major portion of the

FITC molecule emission is carried out into the TE-polarized

WGM where the electric field vector direction is almost the

same as the dipole moment vector direction and a much

smaller portion of the FITC molecule emission is carried out

into the TM-polarized WGM where the electric field vector

direction is almost perpendicular to the dipole moment

vector. Therefore, the amplitude of TE-peaks is much higher

than that of TM-peaks with the same indices. This is

supported by the calculation of the dipole layer emission

spectrum on the microsphere surface when the dipoles are

oriented parallel to the surface (Figure 2, b, curve 1). In the

calculated spectrum, the ratio of peak amplitudes with the

same indices is approximately the same as that of the ex-

perimental spectrum. Such ordered orientation of the FITC

molecules allows to reduce the number of WGM lines to

be detected in the experimental spectra and, thus, to reduce

the eigenmode frequency spectrum density in HSMR.

Figure 3 shows the experimental (a) and calculated (b)
PL spectra of HSMR−DCM. A series of large-amplitude

peaks between which lower amplitude peaks are located can
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Figure 3. a) Experimental PL spectrum of the hybrid sphe-

rical microresonator with DCM. The excitation wavelength is

λ = 532 nm. Vertical dashed lines show the specified WGM

positions. b) Calculated emission spectrum of HSMR−DCM,

emitting dipoles are oriented in all directions with the equal

probability.

be seen against a wide band in the experimental spectrum.

The calculation allowed to fit the WGM wavelengths to

the peak maxima wavelengths in the PL spectrum. Thus,

all peaks were identified as the DCM emission lines in

WGM as well as polarization, polar and radial indices of the

corresponding WGM were found. Fitting allowed to clarify

the refraction index (n = 1.438) and thickness (200.4 nm)
of the shell.

For HSMR−DCM, the refraction index of the shell found

by way of fitting is a little higher than the refraction

index of the core n = 1.39. It should be noted that, in

the structure where refraction index of the shell is higher

than the refraction index of the core, the TE-mode peak

amplitude may be several orders of magnitude higher than

the TM-mode peak amplitude with the same indices [31].
This may be in fact implemented, if the refraction index of

the shell is much higher than the refraction index of the

core, and the shell has a subwavelength thickness. With

such parameters of the shell, WGM will propagate within

the shell as waveguide modes [31].
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The DCM dipole moment is oriented approximately

along the molecule axis between the end electron-donor

(dimethylamine group) and electron-acceptor (pyran ring

with two cyano groups) substituents [32] (Figure 1, b).
DCM molecules are located in the shell pores and oriented

randomly against the microsphere surface, therefore the

emitting dipole moments of DCM molecules are also

oriented in all directions with equal probability. As a result,

the ratio of peak amplitudes corresponding to TE- and TM-

polarized WGM with the same indices in the experimental

spectrum is approximately the same as in the calculated

spectrum with random orientation of emitting dipoles.

WGM peaks in the PL spectrum of HSMR−DCM

is wider than the WGM peaks in the PL spectrum of

HSMR−FITC. This may be explained by additional broad-

ening of WGM in HSMR−DCM due to light scattering

on volume inhomogeneities and surface roughness of the

mesoporous shell and by broadening due to the influence of

possible nonsphericity of the prepared HSMR−DCM.

4. Conclusion

Two types of luminescent hybrid spherical microres-

onators with organic dyes were prepared herein. Mi-

croresonators are composed of monodisperse spherical

optically-transparent silica particles 3.5µm in diameter,

whose surface is coated with FITC dye molecules or with

200 nm mesoporous silica shell impregnated with DCM dye.

Intensive narrow lines associated with the dye emission into

the whispering-gallery modes of the microresonators were

observed throughout the dye emission wavelength range

in the photoluminescence spectra. Comparison with the

photoluminescence spectra calculation performed using the

method of spherical wave transfer matrices allowed to iden-

tify all observed lines. Ratio of intensities for the emission

lines into the whispering-gallery modes with different polar-

ization and same polar and radial indices was analyzed. It

is shown that the ratio depends on the the orientation of the

dipole moment of the radiative transition of dye molecules

with respect to the spherical silica particle surfaces.
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